
 

 

Tariff Statistical Breakouts for Toys in 2012              as of January 2012 

BACKGROUND 

In 2010, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) requested that the 484(f) Committee, which is 
responsible for annotating the eight-digit subheadings in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United 
States (HTSUS) with statistical suffixes, add numerous statistical breakouts to the tariff in order to 
facilitate the CPSC’s tracking of imported goods subject to certain product safety requirements 
administered by that agency.  The proposed statistical provisions included a total of 29 breakouts under 
the headings for imitation jewelry (heading 7117), toys (9503), games (9504), and festive articles (9505).  
Due in large part to comments submitted by TIA, the 484(f) Committee initially rejected the proposed 
breakouts under headings 7117, 9503, 9504, and 9505.  However, the CPSC revised its proposal and, in 
2011, six statistical breakouts (down from eleven) were added for heading 9503 which varied according 
to the type of products and the ages for whose use they were labeled. 

In mid-2011, the statistical breakouts for heading 9503 were revised by grouping the six existing 
provisions under a subheading for “Products subject to 15 U.S.C. § 2052” and adding a seventh statistical 
suffix for “other” goods (that is, not subject to 15 U.S.C. § 2052).  The language of the original six 
breakouts was also modified to provide for articles according to the ages for which they were labeled or 
“determined by [the] importer,” and some provisions were renumbered. 

UPDATE  

The statistical breakouts for heading 9503 have been tweaked again for 2012.  For one, the subheading 
for “Products subject to 15 U.S.C. § 2052” has been reworded to read “‘Children’s products’ as defined 
in 15 U.S.C. § 2052.”  The referenced statute defines “children’s product” to mean a consumer product 
designed or intended primarily for children 12 years of age or younger.  Because of that change, the 
inferior statistical provisions to that subheading which covered products for persons over 12 years of 
age (that is, former statistical suffixes 15 and 75) have necessarily been eliminated.  As of 2012, goods of 
heading 9503 which previously fell in those statistical provisions are classifiable in subheading 
9503.00.0090, HTSUS.  View the statistical breakouts in Chapter 95 for 2012.   
 

Anyone with questions regarding these International Trade topics should contact Donna L. Shira or Kenneth R. 
Paley, at Sharretts, Paley, Carter & Blauvelt, P.C., International Trade Counsel for the Toy Industry Association. 
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